
Notes on Scaup x Tufted Duck hybrids 

By Bryan L. Sage 
(Plates 6 and 7b) 

S I N C E T H E L E N G T H Y controversy over the 'Lesser Scaup' problem, 
which was finally settled by Perrins (1961), most field ornithologists 
have been alive to the occasional occurrence of hybrid ducks. 
Hybrids of various parentages are very frequent in the Anatidae, both 
in captivity and to an unknown but possibly quite considerable extent 
in the wild. In addition to individuals of wild origin, many of the 
hybrids bred in captivity are left full-winged and frequently take to a 
feral existence. 

The most aggravating aspect of the whole problem to the field 
worker is the almost total lack of descriptions and illustrations of 
these hybrids in the normal identification books. The object of this 
short paper, therefore, is to give as much information as possible about 
two hybrids, one drake and one duck, bred in captivity from a male 
Scaup {Aythya marila) and a female Tufted Duck {A. fuliguld), to 
compare them with other recorded hybrids between these two species, 
and to see what conclusions can be reached about the field-characters 
of this cross. The emphasis is very much on the drake, partly because 
I am now fortunate enough to have the skin as a study specimen and 
partly because most of the other records refer to males; in any case, 
females would be very difficult to identify in the field. 

PLUMAGE DESCRIPTION OF A MALE SCAUP X TUFTED 
DUCK HYBRID 

This drake hybrid and the female discussed later on were, as already 
mentioned, the progeny of a male Scaup and a female Tufted Duck. 
They were bred by J. O. D'eath at Hadley, Hertfordshire, in 1959. 

continued ... 
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The drake died in December i960 and was presented to me. It is now 
preserved in my collection, and the following is a summary of its 
plumage characters (see also plate 6): 

General appearance similar to male Scaup, though 'peaked' outline 
of head very striking. In life the head and neck showed marked 
metallic-green reflections, but at some angles and in certain conditions 
of light a very strong purplish gloss was noticeable; in the study skin 
the purplish reflections are more conspicuous than the green. Back 
and mantle slightly darker grey than in male Scaup, the vermiculations 
being finer than in either Scaup or Lesser Scaup (A. affinis). Breast 
blacker than in Scaup, with greyish tips to feathers of lower two-
thirds. Under tail-coverts black as opposed to brownish in Scaup 
and Lesser Scaup. Wings as in male Scaup. 

OTHER RECORDS OF HYBRIDS BETWEEN SCAUP 

AND TUFTED DUCK 
Hybrids between Scaup and Tufted Duck have probably occurred in 
the wild on a number of occasions, not a surprising thing as the two 
species are sympatric over a wide part of their breeding range. Philip 
Wayre tells me that in 1956 he reared hybrids of this parentage from 
wild-taken eggs sent as those of Scaup from Lake Myvatn, Iceland; 
both Scaup and Tufted Duck are common there. Voous (1955) 
described and figured two wild-taken Dutch specimens of this hybrid, 
and his paper was the first to provide an adequate account of the male. 
As the specimens concerned were shot in the wild the identification 
could not be conclusively proved, but the fact that the male in my 
collection and another reared by Philip Wayre are both very similar 
to the Dutch birds tends to confirm Voous's diagnosis. 

Some earlier cases of Scaup x Tufted Duck hybrids are less certain. 
Suchetet (1896) described hybrids of this parentage, but their exact 
identity is open to question and the specimens cannot now be traced. 
Van Oor t (1908) described a female in the Leiden museum, but I 
have personally examined this specimen and find it to be nothing 
more than a female Tufted Duck with a considerable amount of white 
at the base of the bill; Prof. Dr. K. H. Voous had earlier reached the 
same conclusion. Hartert and Jourdain (1920) gave details of the 
possible hybridisation of Tufted Duck and Scaup at Tring Reservoirs, 
Hertfordshire, in 1912, but the evidence is purely circumstantial. 

F I E L D - I D E N T I F I C A T I O N 
I have already mentioned that there is a great similarity between the 
male in my collection, the two Dutch specimens and the drake reared 
by Philip Wayre. Indeed, the only differences between my bird and 
one of the Dutch specimens which I have personally examined (No. 
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5050 in the Zoological Museum at Amsterdam) are that the latter's 
back and mantle are a little darker and rather browner, its breast is 
browner, its under tail-coverts are brownish instead of black and its 
general size is a trifle smaller. It seems likely, therefore, that Scaup x 
Tufted Duck hybrids show fairly constant characters, in which case 
it is not unreasonable to draw certain conclusions about their identifi
cation in the field. 

The male should not prove too difficult, given reasonable conditions 
of range and light, once one knows what to look for. In a suitable 
light the presence of the purplish gloss on the head at certain angles 
should immediately distinguish it from the green-glossed drake Scaup, 
even though the slightly darker back and mantle of the hybrid would 
be difficult to detect (in any case, the fact that one of the Dutch speci
mens, which was taken in February, is browner on the back and mantle 
suggests that the colour of these areas is probably variable). How
ever, the male's most noticeable feature is the 'peaked' appearance 
of the head, which is well illustrated here in plate 7b. This character, 
coupled with the purplish gloss, results in a superficial resemblance 
to the male Lesser Scaup, in the same kind of way as Perrins (1961) 
has shown happens with hybrids of Tufted Duck and Pochard (A. 
ferina). Nevertheless, confusion with Lesser Scaup is precluded by 
the obviously greater size of both hybrids and the fact that their heads 
are more pointed, with the peak almost immediately above the eye; 
the head of the Lesser Scaup is more domed with the highest point a 
little behind the eye. It should also be remembered that, in addition 
to the purplish irridescence which shows only at certain angles, the 
male Scaup x Tufted Duck has a distinct greenish gloss on the head 
(again evidently a variable character as one of the Dutch specimens 
shows more green than purple). On the other hand, the male Lesser 
Scaup also occasionally has a very slight greenish irridescence on the 
head. 

Perrins (1961) mentioned the possibility of Tufted Duck x Pochard 
hybrids resembling those of Scaup x Tufted Duck, and we are reminded 
of this by the above comparison of both with the male Lesser Scaup. 
However, I have already stated (Sage 1961) that confusion in this 
direction need not arise and the differences can now be amplified. 
The first and most noticeable distinction between the males of these 
two hybrids lies in the colour of the head and neck. In the field 
these parts of the male Tufted Duck x Pochard appear black with a 
strong purplish-brown gloss; there is no trace whatever of the 
greenish iridescence found in the male Scaup x Tufted Duck. 
Secondly, the mantle of the Tufted Duck x Pochard appears a uniform 
drab grey, whilst in the Scaup x Tufted Duck the vermiculations 
(though less marked than in the male Scaup) are noticeable at reason-
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able range. A final and very useful character concerns the colour 
and pattern of the bill. The male Scaup x Tufted Duck has a pale 
blue-grey bill with a black nail as in the Scaup and Lesser Scaup, 
whilst the Tufted Duck x Pochard male has the whole tip black and 
also the base. The latter hybrid has a bill that is almost of even width 
throughout its length, whilst the Scaup x Tufted Duck's is at least a 
spatulate as the Scaup's. These bill differences are illustrated by the 
measurements in Table I, while plate 6 compares specimens of males 
of the two hybrids. 

Table i. Measurements of males of Ay thy a species and hybrids 
All measurements are in millimetres and, except in the cases of Dutch hybrid 2877 
(Dr. K. H. Voous) and those in italics (Delacour 1959), were taken by the author 

Scaup (A. marila) 
Lesser Scaup {A. ajfmis) 
Tufted Duck (A. futiguld) 
Scaup f 1 (Sage collection) 

x < 2 (Dutch 5050) 
Tufted 1̂ 3 (Dutch 2877) 
Pochard (A.ferma) 

x Tufted Duck 

Exposed Width at 
culmen 

43-47 
38-42 
ig-42 

45 
43 
43 

45 

nostrils 

22 

20-21 
20-21 

24 
21 

19.2 

20.5 

Depth at 
nostrils 

19-20 
18-19 

2 0 

22 
19.5 
16 

23 

Maximum 
bill width 

23-5-25-5 
24 

19-23.5 
28 

23 
23.2 

21 

Wing 

220-2)0 
ipO-201 
ipi-20S 

220 
210 
200 

213 

The female Scaup x Tufted Duck presents rather more difficulties 
and may well pass undetected, particularly if seen only at a distance. 
The general characteristics of the one individual I have studied trended 
towards the female Tufted Duck, and in size it was clearly not as large 
as a Scaup. The white area at the base of the bill was nowhere near as 
extensive as it is in the female Scaup, and this could be a useful charac
ter for distinguishing it from that species (though it must be remem
bered that first-winter Scaup show little or no white). Confusion 
with female Tufted Ducks would be more likely, particularly with 
those which have white at the base of the bill, but the complete lack of 
a crest in the hybrid should preclude this. It may also be noted that 
the hybrid female studied did not have any 'peaked' appearance to 
the head, the outline being quite rounded, which immediately rules 
out confusion with the female Lesser Scaup. J. O . D'eath, who bred 
this bird, was able to pick it out easily by the above-mentioned 
characters, but there is little doubt that under field conditions con
siderable difficulties could be experienced. It is impossible at present 
to give any differences between the females of the Scaup x Tufted 
Duck and Tufted Duck x Pochard hybrids as the female of the latter 
cross is still unknown. 
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Finally, though body size and shape have already been briefly 
touched on in this discussion, these points merit further consideration. 
The Tufted Duck exhibits a characteristic appearance due to its rather 
rotund, squat body with a head that is a little too large in proportion. 
The Scaup, on the other hand, is far better constructed—less squat in 
appearance, with a longer body and a head more in proportion; in 
general it also appears more heavily built. The Tufted Duck x Pochard 
hybrid at Sutton Courtenay in Berkshire (Perrins 1961), whilst not 
appearing as heavily built as a Scaup, was longer in the body than a 
Tufted Duck and, as Perrins put it, 'broader in the beam'. The 
male Scaup x Tufted Duck hybrid in my collection was identical in 
general build and shape to a Scaup, and its much greater weight 
compared with the average weight of the Scaup (see Table 2) is 
probably accounted for by its having been reared under ideal con
ditions of captivity. Philip Wayre informs me that the male he bred 
looked much more like a Scaup than a Tufted Duck. It was con
siderably larger than the latter species, and altogether heavier-look
ing; it was noticeably larger than a Lesser Scaup. 

Table 2, Comparative weights (in grains) of Aythya species and a hybrid 
Means and ranges are based on Kortright (1945) and Dementiev and Gladkov 
(1952). The former's figures for Lesser Scaup are from 112 males and 118 females, 

but otherwise the sizes of the samples weighed are not stated 

Scaup (A. marlla) 
Lesser Scaup (A. affinh) 
Tufted Duck {A.fuligula) 
Pochard (A, ferina) 
Scaup x Tufted Duck 

Males 
Mean Range 

870 715-1220 
850 620-1050 
780 600-1180 
860 670-1100 

1247 

Females 
Mean Range 

840 760-930 
790 540-960 

750 540-970 
770 600-900 
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[This is perhaps a suitable opportunity for drawing attention to the 
existence of FerruginousXTufted Ducks (A.. nyrocaXfuligula). Mr. 
Sage has pointed out elsewhere (Bull. B.O.C., 82: 55-60) that hybrids 
between these two species 'have frequently been reported both in the 
wild and in captivity'. Several descriptions of supposed Ferruginous 
Ducks sent to the Rarities Committee in the last four years have 
included features which made it seem more likely that they referred to 
Ferruginous x Tufted Ducks, probably escapes from captivity. In 
any case, this possibility should be borne in mind.—EDS.] 
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P L A T E 6. Hybrid ducks from above and below. In each case the upper is a male 
Scaup x Tufted Duck (Aythya marila xfuligula) and the lower a male Tufted Duck x 
Pochard (A. fuligulaxferina). Compare shapes of bills and nails, vermiculations 
on mantles, and colours of undcr-parts (pages 24 and 22-27) (photos: Bryan L. Sage) 



P L A T E 7b . Mounted head 
of hybrid Scaup x Tufted 
Duck (Aythya mari/axfu/i-
guld), showing 'peaked' out
line of head (page 24) {photo 
by permission of A.KDEA) 
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